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Item response models are finding increasing use in achievement and

aptitude test development. This particular item response theory (IRT)

application involves the selection of test items via a consideration of

their item information functions. But a problem arises because item

information functions are determined by item parameter values which in turn

contain error. When the "best" items are selected on the basis of their

sLatistical characteristics, there is a tendency to "capitalize on chance"

due to errors in the item parameter estimates: among the generally

promising test items, items with parameter estimates that are the most

overestimated are also the most likely to be selected. As a result, the

test falls short of the test that was desired or expected. The purposes of

this paper are (1) to highlight this problem, which to date has received

almost no attention in the IRT literature, (2) to demonstrate the

seriousness of the problem with several simulated datasets, and (3) to

offer a conservative solution for addressing the problem in IRT-based test

development.
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Over the last 20 years. many test developers have begun to use item

response theory (IRT) models and methods rather than classical measurement

models in their test development and related technical work (Hambleton,

1989; Hambleton & Swaminathan, 1985; Lord, 1980). Item response theory,

particularly as reflected in the one-, two-, and three-parameter logistic

models for dichotomously scored items, is receiving increasing attention

from test developers in test design and test item selection, in addressing

item bias, in computer-administered testing, and in the equating and

reporting of test scores. Nearly all major test publishers, state

departments of education, and large school districts currently use IRT

models in some capacity in their testing work.

One problem that arises when applying IRT models in test development

involves wcapitalizing on chance" due to positive errors in some item

parameter estimates. The problem arises because test developers, not

surprisingly, prefer to select test items with the highest discrimination

indices. But high discrimination indices, on the average, are spuriously
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high because of positive errors in item parameter estimation. As a result,

tests often fall short, statistically, of what is expected, and standard

errors associated with ability estimates are underestimated (if the

inflated item parameter estimates are used) which leads to overconfidence

in the ability estimates when the bands are set. Whether or not additional

problems Are created, such as bias in ability estimation, is not known. It

is worth notir- that an analogous problem arises in item selection in

computerized adaptive testing.

The purposes of this paper are (1) to highlight the problem of item

parameter estimation errors on the test development process, which to date

has received almost no attention in the IRT literature, (2) to demonstrate

the seriousness of the problem with several simulated datasets, and (3) to

offer a conservative solution for addressing the problem in test

development practice.

Prior to addressing the three purposes of the paper, a brief

introduction will be offered to item and test information functions and the

ways in which these functions are used in IRT test development.

Item and l'eat Information Functions

Item response models provide a powerful method of describing items and

tests and selecting test items. The method involves the use of it=

inforNation functions. Item information functions play an important role

in test development in that they display the contribution items make to

ability estimation at points along the ability continuum. This

contribution depends to a great extent on an item's discriminating power

(the higher it is, the steeper the slope of the item characteristic curve

and the more information the item provides). The location on the ability
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continuum at which this contribution is realized is dependent on the item's

difficulty (Hambleton, 1989).

The test information function for a test, reported at each ability

level, is simply the sum of the item information functions. Thus, the

contribution of indtvidual test items can be determined without knowledge

of other items in ehe test. The amount of information that a particular

test provides at an ability level influences the precision with which

ability is measured -- the more information the more accurate the ability

estimates.

Lord (1980) outlined a procedure for the use of item information

functions to build tests to meet any desired set of statistical

specifications. The procedure employs an item bank with item statistics

available for the IRT model of choice, with accompanying item information

functions. 7he procedure consists of the following steps:

1. Decide on the shape of the desired test information function

(called the rarus&_212jajsmards2DA1).

2. Select items from the item bank with item information functions

that fill up the hard-to-fill areas under the target information

function.

3. After each item is added to the test, calculate the test

information function for the selected test items.

4. Continue selecting items until the test information function

approximates the target information function to a satisfactory

degree.

The four steps above were used in the research described below.



Item Parameter Estimation Errors

In building tests to fit target test information functions, test

developers will tend to choose the most discriminating items that also

satisfy the necessary content specifications. For a given test length,

such a procedure leads to a test with maximum information. The problem is

that high item discrimination indices, on the average, tend to be over-

estimated. (In a similar fashion, low item discrimination indices, on the

average, tend to he under-estimated, but this is not a problem because test

developers rarely have interest in selecting items with low discrimination

indices.) This is the well-known problec of "regression effects due to

errors of measurement' which is usually discussed and considered in the

context of test score interpretations. But, it occurs with item parameter

estimates too -- high item parameter estimates tend to be over-estimated,

and low item parameter estimates tend to be under-estimated. The amount of

error will depend on sample size: large samples lead to small errors;

smaller samples lead to large errors due to the regression effect.

The consequence of errors in the item parameter estimates is that

often tests do not function as well in practice as test developers expect

based upon a consideration of the item parameter estimates for items in

their bank. Test developers tend to choose the most discriminating items

available to them but the true item discrimination values for many of these

items are somewhat lower than their estimated values. Hence, the test does

not function as well as might be expected. To demonstrate this point,

under several conditions, a simulation study was carried out.

A hypothetical pool of 150 test items to fit the two-parameter model

was produced using a computer program prepared by Hambleton and Rovinelli

(1973). To facilitate the interpretation of results, all items were taken



to have a true discrimination parameter equal to one. Then, ability scores

(normally distributed, 0,1) for 1000 examinees along with simulated

examinee item responses were generated and item parameter estimates

(difficulty and discrimination) were obtained. A second sample of

examinees was drawn from ehe same examinee population and the item

parameter estimates were obtained again. Finally, both analyses were

repeated using examinee sample sizes of 400.

A target information function vas then specified, and the "best" 25

items to provide the desired test were selected using the item parameter

estimates obtained from the first samples drawn (N-4000, Ni.400). Tests

constructed in this way were capitalizing on the positive errors in some of

the item parameter estimates. Tables 1 and 2 present the parameter

Insert Tables 1 and 2 about here

estimates for items in each test (which were constructed using the first

sample estimates) and the parameter estimates for the same 25 items

obtained in the second samples. Unlike the first sample estimates, the

second sample estimates would not be biased in the sense of being over-

estimated. What is very evident from both tables is that selected test

items had item discrimination estimates which were too high (in relation to

their true values), whereas, in the second samples, a more random pattern

(15 of 25 in each sample [N-1000; N-400] were too high, and 10 of 25 were

too low in relation to their true values) was observed. The results

clearly show the effects of "capitalizing on chance." A comparison of the

a-parameter estimates in Tables 1 and 2 also shows the role of sample size

on the extent of over-estimation. The problem is worse with the smaller

sample sizes (x 1.18 in the large sample; 1.26 in the small sample).
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Graphical displays of the test information functions from the

estimated and true parameter values with samples one and two and for large

(N . 1000) and small (N 400) sample sizes are shown in Figures 1 to 4.

Figures 1 and 3 highlight the size of the bias that might be expected in

the test information function when the most discriminating items in the

bank are selected. The bias is substantial, and, of course, largest when N

. 400. The actual 25-item test would need to be lengthened by 30 to 50% to

produce a test to match the desired test over the main portion [-2, +2] of

the ability scale (see Figure 6). With the larger sample, N 1000, the

actual test would need to be lengthened by 20% to 30% to produce a test to

match the desired test over the same interval (see Figure 5). Figures 2

and 4 highlight the comparison of true and estimated test information

functions when unbiased item parameter estimates are used in the

calculations. The smaller difference between the curves in Figure 2 than

Figure 4 is due to the use of a larger sample size in item parameter

estimation, and consequently more accuratsLy estimated item parameters.

Insert Figures 1 to 6 about here

There are several implications for practice: (1) tests do n21 perform

as well as expected when the "best" items are selected to match a target

test information function, and (2) standard errors are, correspondingly,

under-estimated (assuming that the first set of values is taken as "true

values") and so over-confidence in ability scores will result. These

results provide rather dramatic evidence of the influence of selecting the

"best" items from an item bank to make up a test. In future simulations,

we will also investigate relationships among item bank size, test length,

and sample sizes used in calibrating the test items. In general, we expect
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to find that the larger the bank, the shorter the test, and the smaller the

sample size, the more serious the regression problem will be.

At least three steps can be taken to reduce the problem:

1. Use large samples in item calibration to gain precision in item

parameter estimates. An increase in the precision of item parameter

estimates will reduce the significance of the regression effect due to

errors of measurement.

2. Revise the extreme item parameter estimates by subtracting one or two

standard errors from their values.

3. Depending on the sample size used in item parameter estimation (and

assuming suggestion 2 has not been implemented), exceed the desired

target information function by 20% to 30%.

If one or more of the above suggestions are implemented, the problem

associated with using over-estimated item parameters in ability and

standard error estimation can be minimized.

Conclusion

There is ample evidence in the psychometric literature to support the

expanded use of IRT models in test development and analyses (see, for

example, Green, Yen, & Burket, 1989). The main point of this paper is that

IRT model parirneter estimates have considerable merit and open up new

directions for test development, but misleading results will often be

obtained because of errors in the item parameter estimates. Test

developers must strive for large-sized samples in estimating item

parameters and exceed the desired target information curve by (perhaps) 20%

to 300 to correct for capitalizing on chance in item selection.

Alternately, item parameter estimates which are substantially above the

mean parameter values could be reduced by one or two standard errars.



There are many IRT methodological issues that must be attended to by test

developers, but the one described in this paper seems particularly relevant

for improving IRT test development. practice.
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Table 1

Summary of Item Statistics
(N..1000)

Test
Item

First Estimates
a

Second Estimates
b a

True Values
b a

1 0.74 1.17 0.74 1.09 0.83 1.00

2 -0.36 1.16 -0.39 1.04 -0.35 1.00

3 -1.85 1.14 -1.97 0.89 -1.85 1.00

4 -0.70 1.17 -4.68 0.99 -0.66 1.00

5 1.31 1.15 1.32 1.12 1.35 1.00

6 1.63 1,17 1.76 1.05 1.77 1.00

7 -1.83 1.24 -1.86 1.08 -1.92 1.00

8 1.24 1.17 1.40 0.93 1.42 1.00

9 -0.21 1.14 -0.24 1.04 -0.25 1.00

10 -1.84 1.14 -1.92 0.96 -1.79 1.00

11 1.12 1.20 1.38 0.87 1.23 1.00

12 -0.58 1.18 -0.63 1.08 -0.61 1.00

13 1.60 1.30 1.90 1.04 1.94 1.00

14 0.53 1.23 0.47 0.98 0.60 1.00

15 -1.40 1.17 -1.67 0.85 -1.44 1.00

16 1.41 1.15 1.50 1.05 1.58 1.00

17 -1.08 1.20 -1.30 0.92 -1.17 1.00

18 0.75 1.22 1.03 0.81 0.88 1.00

19 1.15 1.18 1.25 1.02 1.30 1.00

20 -1.73 1.24 -1.81 1.06 -1.90 1.00

21 -0.17 1.14 -0.19 1.00 -0.20 1.00

22 1,32 1.14 1.36 0.93 1.38 1.00

23 0.29 1.19 0.39 1.12 0.41 1.00

24 -1.88 1.14 -1.90 1.03 -1.87 1.00

25 -0.09 1.23 -0.05 1.07 -0.03 1.00
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Table 2

Summary of Item Statistics
(N.-400)

Test
Item

First Estimates
b a

Se,tond Estimates
b a

True Values
b a

1 -1.52 1.21 -1.62 1.13 -1.54 1.00
2 0.71 1.45 0.59 1.08 0.83 1.00
3 1.16 1.37 1.60 0.87 1.50 1.00
4 -0.44 1.18 -0.64 0.88 -0.35 1.00
5 0.99 1.29 1.20 0.93 1.21 1.00

6 -0.78 1.29 -0.80 1.06 -0.75 1.00
7 -0.39 1.21 -0.25 1.18 -0.32 1.00
8 0.46 1.26 0.41 1.13 0.54 1.00
9 0.56 1.52 0.79 0.91 0.71 1.00

10 0.70 1.18 0.58 1.24 0.82 1.00

11 0.67 1.19 1.06 0.90 0.71 1.00
12 1.75 1.17 -1.27 1.26 1.94 1.00
13 0.08 1.48 0.72 1.01 0.25 1.00
14 0.01 1.18 2.08 0.68 0.15 1.00
15 0.55 1.25 1.02 1.04 0.60 1.00

16 -0.36 1.19 1.26 1.20 -0.38 1.00
17 0.52 1.19 1.60 0.87 0.64 1.00
18 0.01 1.20 1.20 0.93 0.07 1.00
19 1.58 1.23 -1.58 0.97 1.78 1.00
20 -0.84 1.21 1.10 1.16 -0.70 1.00

21 0.92 1.19 -1.03 1.02 1.01 1.00
22 -1.46 1.23 -%.68 0.99 -1.53 1.00
23 -0.11 1.20 -0.42 1.05 -0.20 1.00
24 1.01 1.18 -0.24 1.13 1.23 1.00
25 1.24 1.29 0.59 1.11 1.38 1.00
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Figure 1. Test Information from
Estimated and True Item Parameters
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Figure 2. Test information from
Estimated and True Item Parameters
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Figure 3. Test Information from
Estimated and True Item Parameters
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Figure 4. Test Information from
Estimated and True Item Parameters
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Figure 5. Efficiency Function for
Estimated vs. True Item Parameters

(N 1000, Rep. 1)
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Figure 6. Efficiency Function for
Estimated vs. True Item Parameters
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